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About *Performance* is concerned in the broadest possible way with the phenomenon of performance and with the processes involved in its production and reception.

We are interested in all genres of aesthetic performance and live art, as well as social/cultural performance, ritual, and other forms of performance activity.

The journal provides a forum for analysis, theorisation and critique by academic researchers and performance makers. We welcome articles that bring theoretical perspectives derived from other disciplines to bear on performance practice.

Each issue of *About Performance* is devoted to a single theme and the journal appears once a year. It is produced in print and on-line; articles are peer reviewed in accordance with Federal Government guidelines.

**Issue No. 6 contains the following articles:**

Rachael Swain, *Telling that story: the Marrukeku Company’s creative process in Western Arnhem Land*

Peter Snow, *Ovid in the Torres Straits: making a performance from the *Metamorphoses***

Laura Ginters, “And there may we rehearse most obscenely and courageously”: the lengths they go in the rehearsal room

Kate Rossmanith, *Feeling the right impulse: ‘professionalism’ and the affective dimension of rehearsal practice*

Paul Moore, *Rehearsal and the actor: practicalities, ideals and compromise*

D. Ohlandt-Ross, *Rehearsal as cartography: some challenges for metaphor and practice*

Tim Fitzpatrick, *Performance preparation processes and their textual reconstruction*
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